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August 21st 2012: “Our Youth At Risk”

This week on the Hoffman Connection hear from
two ground breaking women on how they help
some of our country’s most challenged and
courageous youth break from generations of
patterns to find healing, joy and limitless
possibility. Process Teacher and Psychologist
Linda Hartka-Reiss and Executive Director at
Hyde Leadership Charter School in Bronx, NY,
Joanne Goubourn tell us about their journey with
these remarkable children. If you have ever
needed inspiration about overcoming great odds,
don’t miss this show!
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Featured Guests
Linda Hartka-Reiss
Linda Hartka-Reiss. "Teaching the Process has restored my faith in
humanity and helped me truly love human beings; I hąve found that
everyone is looking for the same things love, belonging, self-forgiveness,
acceptance and happiness.˛ Along with Hoffman teaching and coaching,
Linda is a facilitator for spiritual retreats for women and works with both
Youth-At-Risk and Hyde School programs. Before becoming a Process
Teacher, Linda was a transpersonal psychologist and therapist in private
practice.
Read more

Joanne Goubourn
Joanne Goubourn is the Executive Director and Head of School at the
Hyde Leadership Charter School, Bronx, NY. An award-winning
educator and accomplished presenter, Joanne and her schools have
been featured in the Washington Post and Good Morning America, as
well as other publications and television shows. Joanne believes that
offering inner-city children the benefit of a challenging and inspiring
learning environment should serve as a national model for all public
schools.
Read more
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